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Abstract: Let S = @~0Si be a graded ring and let M be a finitely presentable S-module, which is 
locally extended from (S0)m, for all maximal ideals m of So. Then M is globally extended from S o. 
1 In t roduct ion  
Let ¢ : A ~ B be a homomorphism of commutative rings. A B-module M 
is said to be extended from A via ¢ if it is of the form M = B®¢N, for some 
A-module N. We denote A[T]®AN = Q the extension of N via the natural 
inclusion A > A[T]. Quillen proved that a finitely presented A[T]-module 
M is extended from A if and only if, for every maximal ideal m of A, the 
Am[T]-module Mm is extended from Am. We prove that the same holds if 
we replace A[T] by a graded ring S = So (9 $1 (9 $2 (9 ' "  and A by So. 
2 Main  Theorem 
Theorem 2.1. Let S = So ® $1 @ $2 ® ... be a commutative graded ring 
and let M be a finitely presentable S-module. Assume that for every maximal 
ideal m of So, Mm is extended from (So)re. Then M is extended from So. 
Proof  : Let S ~ S[T] be the ring homomorphism defined by 
¢(So+ sl + s2 +. . . )  = So + s lT  + s2T 2 +. . .  
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and let P = S[T]®¢M be extension of M to P via ¢. By assumption, for 
every maximal ideal m of So, we have Mm = S®soNm, where, obviously, 
N = M/S+M with S+ = $1 ® $2 (9"" .  This implies that 
Pm= S[T]N¢SNsoNm = S[T]®soN,~ = S[T]®s(S®soN)m, 
thus P is locally extended from S via the canonical inclusions Sm ~ SIn[T]. 
By Quillen's theorem, P = S[T]®sQ where Q ~- P / (T  - a)P for any a E S. 
Since the composite homomorphism S ~ S[T] ~ S[T ] / (T -  1) = S is the 
identity of S, we have 
P/ (T -  1)P = S[T] / (T -  1)@sS[T]®¢M = SQsM = M. 
On the other hand, the composite homomorphism S ¢ ~ S[T] 
S is the same as S ~ S/S+ = So ~ S, hence 
, S[TI / (T)= 
P /TP  = S[T]/(T)NsP = S[T]/(T)NcM = SNsoS/S+®sM = SNso N 
and this shows that M ~- S®soN. 
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